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PUBLISHER: Susan Blackman
I will be heading for Toronto (and then New York) in March to attend the
AFAC 2010 conference for artists - see the advertisement on Page 15
and/or visit their website at www.artforallcanada.org.
The Art for All Conference will feature many interesting art sessions
about watercolor, acrylics, oils, canvas, rice paper, etc., as well as art
business sessions including: How to get exposed as a visual artist, How
to prepare an effective artist’s statement, Creative thinking for artists:
thinking outside the box, etc.

Art For All Canada Inc. (AFAC) is a not-for-profit organization, run by artists, to help artists to develop, show and sell their work commission-free.

I hope some of you will consider joining me and taking in this conference. I couldn’t resist. After all - not only does it promise to be a great
learning experience, but there’s some dandy!! seat sales on now that
make travelling from the West to Toronto very attractive.
Last time I went to Toronto I didn’t get to spend nearly enough time on
the subway ‘people-watching,’ so I hope to do a little more of that. There
is just so much you learn for future artistic creations from watching people
and also from spending time in different surroundings.
I’m heading to New York for a week after the conference, so I expect
that I’ll get lots of people watching done there also.
When I’m in New York, I’ll look for interesting things that I can share with
you in an upcoming issue.
I just returned from Cuba. For any artist who loves street scenes and
interesting people, Cuba (particularly Havana and other Cuban cities) has
it all. Obviously Cuba is frequented for its resorts on the beautiful Caribbean, but as lovely as they might be, venturing away from them is where
you’ll find the true beauty and culture of Cuba.
I hope you enjoy this month’s competition: Artist’s Favorite Subject. Congratulations to Barrie Chadwick for his winning painting: Merinos, and also
to finalists: Brittney Lintick, Jerry Markham, Clive Kay, Tara Juneau, Laura
Levitsky, Guy-Anne Massicotte, Carlo Cosentino and Sybiline.

Featured Artists this issue:
Ian Roberts
Frances Alty-Arscott
All material printed in this magazine,
written or depicted, is protected by
copyright of this magazine and/or the
artist, and cannot be reproduced in any
form without express written permission
from the publisher.
All views expressed are those of the
author and not necessarily those of
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine.
Brushstroke makes no recommendations
as to the purchase or sale of any product
or service.
All letters or contributions to Canadian
Brushstroke Magazine are subject to
editing with no limits or liability.
JENSU DESIGN
Box 5483,
Leduc, Alberta
Canada T9E 6L7
Phone: 780-986-0789
Fax: 780-986-8393
E-mail: info@jensu.ca
CANADIAN BRUSHSTROKE
MAGAZINE
Box 3449,
Leduc, Alberta
Canada T9E 6M2

deltaart@telusplanet.net
www.deltaart.ca
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www.projectheroes.ca
follow our blog at:
www.projectheroestm.blogspot.com
website:

By Susan Abma

PROJECT HEROES™ will see every fallen Canadian soldier
from the Afghanistan war commemorated in a 14 x 18” framed
work of fine art, with the intent to exhibit the paintings in every
province in Canada, along with other commemorative paintings, military paraphernalia, personal items from the soldiers,
including written material such as letters they wrote home, and
video clips, etc.
Artists Susan Abma, Shairl Honey, and Cindy Revell have
been touched by the bravery of the soldiers who died serving
our country in Afghanistan. As painters, they will have the
extraordinary honour of recording history and preserving the
memory of these exceptional men and women.
By Cindy Revell

With your help, they will be creating a massive, historic, military
oil portrait collection. The fallen soldiers from Afghanistan
could possibly ‘live’ in their paintings for many hundreds of
years.
For more information on this project, go to:

www.projectheroes.ca

ATTENTION GALLERIES:

By Shairl Honey

**Venues in major Canadian centres that are equipped for and large
enough to host this exhibition in 2011/2012 are invited to contact
Project Heroes™ at 780-986-0789 or email info@projectheroes.ca .
All venues will be considered, but the venues chosen will be those
best suited to the project.

The paintings shown above are - Top: Cpl. David Braun, Centre: Cpl Cole Bartsch, Bottom: Cpl. Andrew
Eykelenboom. The fallen soldiers’ portraits will be revealed on a rotating basis. The entire collection will not be
displayed together until after the first exhibition in 2011/2012.
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competition: artists’ favorite subjects

Grand Prize Winner

of $1000 CDN and award certificate:
BARRIE CHADWICK, Vancouver, BC
‘Merinos’, Acrylic, 24 x 40”

B

arrie Chadwick’s ‘Merinos,’ is a rural scene in the riverina area of New South
Wales where the hardy merino sheep of Spanish ancestry survive in times of
plenty and of drought.
Chadwick lives in Vancouver, at the edge of the sea and at the foot of the mountains. He travels most summers to find new scenes for his landscapes and seascapes.
He is a signature member of the Federation of Canadian Artists, with work in galleries in Canada, USA, and overseas. His work was recently featured in the International Artist magazine in October/ November 2009 issue.
To view more of Chadwick’s work, go to www.barriechadwick.com. •
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W

e are very
pleased to
present to you
the Grand Prize winner
of $1000 and an award
certificate, as well as eight
finalists who will receive
finalist certificates for their
portfolios.
Every issue we have
increasing numbers of
entrants and it makes the
decision tougher.
This month, as usual,
there were several other
paintings that were really
close to being in the finalist category, so we encourage artists to keep trying.
Perhaps next time your
painting will be featured.

Finalist

Receives
award
certificate:

Brittney lintick,
Calgary, AB
‘Pattern and Illusion 14’
Watercolor, 18.5 x 27”

B

rittney Lintick says she explores the play between illusion and reality and is interested in creating images
that can be seen as both abstract and realistic. Her
work focuses on space and color. She explores fabric and
textiles and is intrigued by the relationship humans have
with these objects.
Lintick received her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from
Alberta College of Art and Design as a painting major. She
developed an art program for the Alzheimer’s Society day
program. The major collaborative artwork resides at the

Intercare Southwood Center. Lintick facilitated a similar
collaborative project, ‘Calgary Connects.’ The painting was
donated to the City of Calgary and then displayed in their
art collection. Lintick continues to work as an art facilitator
with Studio C.
She is a member of the Canadian Society of Painters in
Watercolour and has had her work accepted into the national watercolour exhibition in Toronto. In addition, she was
awarded the Sam Black Award for excellence.
The artist can be contacted at brittneylintick@gmail.com.

Finalist - Receives award certificate: JERRY MARKHAM, Vernon, BC

‘In the Coop’

J

Oil, 30 x 36”

erry Markham is a professional artist living in British Columbia. His interests,
experiences and travels play a significant role in the subjects he chooses to
paint. His main focus has been to represent
nature through landscape paintings. Painting
from life is very important to Jerry in order to
capture and represent the true essence of a
subject.
“Painting has evolved into a series of life
experiences. It is a personal journey of
discovery, challenges, and an exploration of
knowledge.”
Jerry, whose paintings are collected worldwide, is currently a member of the Oil Painters of America and Federation of Canadian
Artists.
For more information visit his website at
www.jerrymarkham.com . •
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Finalist

Receives
award
certificate:

CLIVE KAY,
Kirkfield, ON
‘Heading Home’, Oil, 6 x 6”

C

live Kay has been painting full-time for almost 30
years. He is renowned for
his wildlife works and has been
commissioned three times by Walt
Disney (Florida).Kay and his wife
travel together to the African bush
every two years to research new
paintings, which are almost always
based on personal experience.
His website address is www.
clivekay-artist.com.

Finalist

Receives award certificate:

tara juneau,
Shawnigan Lake, BC
‘Fran’,
Oil on silk, 18 x 14”

Tara Juneau studied with Dutch artist Johannes Landman
learning to paint and frame in miniature. She has also studies
with world-renowned artist and author Anthony Ryder.
“Art is my passion in life. Through painting I try to express
the power that light and beauty have on my soul. I am always
striving to know more - not only about how to paint but also
what I paint. What you know about a subject influences the
way you paint it.”
See more Juneau paintings at www.tarajuneau.com.
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Finalist - Receives award certificate:
Laura levitsky, Chilliwack, BC

‘Whisper in the Willows’, Acrylic/Gouache, 8 x 15”
Laura Levitsky is a nature artist, inspired by British Columbia’s landscape, wildlife and landmarks. She is an outdoor
enthusiast, and never goes anywhere without her sketch
book and camera equipment. Her field studies allow her to
recreate the natural settings of her subjects.
Although she painted and sketched throughout her elementary and high school years, it wasn’t until the fall of 1999

that she took a career change and settled into her passion
for painting. Levitsky began building a portfolio, becoming
a self-published artist with Limited Edition Giclee Canvas
Prints by 2003. Laura’s prints can be found in private collections across Canada and the United States.
More work by Laura Levitsky can be found at www.levitskyart.com.

Finalist -

Receives
award certificate:

Guy-ANNE Massicotte,
Sherbrooke, QC
‘The Red Vase’, Oil, 30 x 30”

G

uy-Anne Massicotte planned for a
career in sciences. In 1991, she had a
break from her university studies, and
took living model sketching class with Roger
Lamoureux at Université de Sherbrooke. That
put an end to her scientific pursuits; she obtained her certificate in visual arts, and studied
photography, sculpture, acrylic, design and
textile art, followed by classes of Art History
and Applied Arts at Bishop’s University.
The artist feels movement in composition,
exact proportions, form, quality of light, atmosphere, relationship between color and tone
are elements crucial to creation of a new work.
The fruits of the harvest are often included in
her work because she says they are the base
of life. Massicotte has been represented in
galleries since 2002. Notably, works by the artist can be found in the Loto-Québec collection.
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Finalist

Receives
award
certificate:

carlo cosentino,
Ile Bizard, QC
‘Lunch Crowd’, Oil on canvas, 10 x 8”
Carlo Cosentino says street scenes offer a multitude of
possibilities when it comes to working with light. “Capturing the quality of light is not an easy task. The artist
must look into himself and his subject to understand the
relationship between the colors that create the mood.”
Cosentino has been painting and sculpting since 1979.
His work has earned him many national and international
awards and he has written articles for magazines such as
International Artist and has been the subject of televised
interviews in Quebec.
More of Cosentino’s work can be found on his website
at www.carlocosentino.com.

Finalist

Receives award certificate:

sybiline,
Shawinigan, QC

‘I doubt you know, time will tell’

S

ybiline’s work has been recognized in numerous
shows and competitions and she has had many solo
shows and group exhibitions.
She says the beautiful quality in painting is its meditative
nature.
“I take a direction that pushes me towards a surprising end. Guided by my values, who I am opens up and
connects. Towards whom; towards what; that, I can not
say. Inspired by ancient techniques, my figurative style,
sometimes visionary, sometimes literary, searches for a
universal path in which the human becomes the centre.”
To view more of Sybiline’s work, please go to
www.sybiline.ca .
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CALL
CALL
FOR
FOR
ENTRIES
ENTRIES
We want to show off
Canada’s artists,
and our competitions
help us do that!
Be sure to enter your
artwork in our
competitions —
not only do you have a
chance to

win
$1000
CDN

Still Life/Floral
Competition No.
Subject			

Still Life/Floral

Medium			
				

Two dimensional drawing
or painting medium

Entry Fee		

$15 each

Entry Deadline

April 30/ 2010

				

plus an award certificate,
but we also get a
chance to see your work
and we just may
feature YOU
in an upcoming issue of
Canadian Brushstroke
Magazine.

9

(You can enter as many works as you would like)

*Winners and finalists will be featured
in the May/June 2010 issue of
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine

RULES - HOW TO ENTER

DIGITAL FILES ONLY
Enter with high res digital file only on CD only. Do not send digital
images via email to our offices - they
will be automatically disqualified. You
must print off the entry form on next
page, complete it, and send it along
with your CD and method of payment.
If you have more entries than
the space allotted, please print
another form and fill it out completely.

All CDs must be labeled with the
artist’s name, the number of entries
on the CD, each of their titles and
this issue’s Competition Number. All
files on the CD must be labeled as
follows: lastname/firstname/Entry No.
Example: John Smith’s Entry No. 2
would be labeled smithjohn2.
ELIGIBILITY
This competition is open to any artist
with residency in Canada. All work

must be original, not copied from any
other artist’s work, photographer’s
work or published work of any kind,
and must have been completed in
the last two years. The work can not
have won previous awards or any
distinction of any kind. No works created
under supervision are eligible.
We reserve the right to refuse any
entry, or ask for source material at
our discretion.
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RULES - HOW TO ENTER (cont’d)

ENTRY FEE/DEADLINE
The DEADLINE for Canadian
Brushstroke Magazine to RECEIVE
entries is April 30. You cannot
courier material to our box number, so
be sure to send it in plenty of time
(Address is on submission form
below). The fee per entry is $15 CDN,
which can be paid by VISA, cheque or
money order. The fee MUST be included
with the CD and entry form submission.
The entry fee is not refundable.
COMPETITION JUDGES
The competition entries will be chosen

by Canadian Brushstroke Magazine,
and/or qualified judges of our choosing.
PERMISSION TO PUBLISH
Signing and submission of the entry
form, digital files and payment will
constitute permission for Canadian
Brushstroke Magazine to publish
your artwork(s), your name and information in our magazine, which is
released on the internet, and copies
archived on our website on the internet
for as long as the publisher
wishes to keep the archived editions
on the site. Submission of the entry

Entry 1

E
N
T
R
Y
F
O
R
M

also constitutes the entrant’s acceptance
of all competition rules. The
winner and finalists will be notified by
e-mail, and their work will be published
in the specified edition of the magazine.
The judges’ decisions are final.
Grand Prize winners may not enter the
competition for a full two years after
winning. Finalists may re-enter.
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine
does not accept any liability for
color variations that may occur as a
result of different computer screens.
The artists will be properly credited.

Entry 2

Entry 3

Title:

Title:

Title:

Medium:

Medium:

Medium:

Size: (HxW)

Size: (HxW)

Size: (HxW)

I enclose my cheque or money order for the total fee of $15 Canadian PER ENTRY
OR, please charge the total sum to my VISA: _____________________________________
EXPIRY DATE:_______________________Signature________________________________

*Please BE SURE to include a paragraph about yourself and another about each
painting for us to use in the event we publish your painting(s).
I solemnly declare that all the works listed on this entry
form are my own original artworks and I own the copyright
to the work and to all source material used in creating this
artwork. I understand the entry, including the form and CD,
will not be returned, and I understand the entry fee is nonrefundable. I have thoroughly read and agree to all competition
rules, and I understand I am granting the rights to

publish my name, the artworks listed and information in an
upcoming issue of Canadian Brushstroke Magazine and
that the issue will be archived for an undetermined amount
of time on Canadian Brushstroke Magazine’s website:
www.brushstrokemagazine.com.
**If you wish to receive confirmation that we have received
your entry, enclose a self-addressed STAMPED postcard.

Name (PRINT CLEARLY)

Phone Number (include area code)

Street Address

Email

City/Province
Postal Code

Signature

Please mail this form and the properly labeled CD (see Rules - How to Enter) with properly labeled files to:
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine, Box 3449, Leduc, AB, T9E 6M2
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EAST
maritimes

(Ontario, Quebec)

COMING INTO PROVENCE • Oil, 20 X 24”

Composition is key to good paintings
Ontario artist shares his knowledge of composition
through his books and his art.

I

f your composition isn’t strong, no matter what you do,
the painting is not going to work,” says Ian Roberts of
Thornbury, ON.
Roberts knows what he’s talking about - he’s written two
books: Creative Authenticity and Mastering Composition,
and he teaches workshops regularly.

At age 9, Roberts accompanied his father and his father’s
colleagues on painting excursions. His father was a fulltime painter at the time. After they worked on plein air
paintings, they’d all get together and discuss each other’s
work.
“They were not interested in the subject,” says Roberts.
Canadian Brushstroke Magazine • Jan/Feb 2010 • 11

MORNING AT THE MARKET • Oil, 8 X 10”

“They were interested in whether the painting worked (compositionally). I picked up the idea really early that that was
what a painting is all about. That was their bias, I suppose,
and it became my bias. So often people look at a painting
and they don’t even know what it’s doing dynamically.”
“Composition is about color, shapes and how they’re leading us around the painting.”
An excerpt from his book Mastering Composition reads
as follows: “You have to draw away from the world of boats
and horses, flowers and faces, and respond to what you’ve
chosen to paint in terms of light and dark color shapes. If
you paint in terms of subjects, your focus becomes narrow
too early. When you think in terms of shapes, you don’t
worry about the subject until the major arrangement and
flow of shapes is working. Ironically, when you give enough
attention to the shapes - their color and how they fit together - the subject will appear automatically.”
Roberts paints in the field and also in his studio, located
12 • Canadian Brushstroke Magazine • Jan/Feb 2010

in a coach house behind his home. It has high ceilings and
north windows. He has three lights mounted to the ceiling
above his easel. He uses spot lights for color balance. He
likes the high ceilings because he says if he works on a
large canvas it doesn’t feel “crushed.” The lights are mounted directly above because “if they’re mounted behind you,
your shadow is being bounced off the canvas and there is
glare from the wet paint.”
In the studio he uses a large easel and his palette is on a
large piece of glass on a table. In the field he uses a Sol-Tek
easel. With the Sol-Tek he says he is able to paint up to a
24 x 30” on location, although he doesn’t usually paint that
large on location because of the need for a larger palette.
Roberts works extensively in the US and Canada, as well
as two or three months in Provence, France each spring.
In Canada he goes directly to the Stevenson factory for his
paint, but in the US he uses Utrecht and Gamblin brands.
He paints exclusively in oils.

EVENING AT THE CHATEAU • Oil, 8 X 10”

He uses no medium and uses mineral spirits mainly to
clean his brushes, but also occasionally to start a painting.
His process is to paint his paintings wet from start to
finish, but lately he says, “I’m interested in letting a painting dry and then painting on that for the effect it gives. The
idea of building layers interests me more and more. I like to
paint on old paintings and leave little gaps and spaces so
the underpainting shows through. It creates a quality you
couldn’t have manufactured intentionally. There are surprises.”
He uses hog’s hair bristle brushes almost all the time. Often he starts a painting with one brush and gets so involved
in the painting he realizes at the end that he never changed
his brush. “Consequently my brushes don’t last very long. I
can get some pretty small marks with a big brush.”
When Roberts is in Canada or the US, he usually paints
on mounted canvas panels, and when he paints and has
workshops in Europe, he takes unmounted primed canvas
to save space. “I can bring home 50 paintings they’ll be
about an inch thick.”
“I always paint on an oil-primed surface. It’s responsive

right from the beginning. I can’t stand when it’s too absorbent and I have to work too hard to get the paint on.”
He doesn’t start with a drawing in the true sense of the
word, but he doesn’t paint aimlessly. “I take some yellow
ochre with a little bit of thinner and usually make half a
dozen thin ochre lines. I do like to have a feel for where the
major shapes are going to go in advance since that is the
foundation or main design of the painting, and likely therefore also its success will rest on it.”
In addition to Roberts’ early education with his father, he
says he’s had “three major informative periods.” The first
was at ‘The New School of Art’ in Toronto. “It was a whole
building of all the most interesting practicing artists at the
time. They were very strong on learning to draw, but also
on what art was about.”
Ten years later he attended OCA - now OCAD (Ontario
College of Art & Design) - in Toronto. In his fourth year he
went to Florence and studied with Tom LaPierre. “He really
emphasized figure drawing and copying master paintings.
He gave me really good feedback. That was a really eyeopening and productive year.”
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BACK TOWARDS CAROMB • Oil, 20 X 24”

About 15 years ago, Roberts painted with several plein air painters in the US.
“They were marvelously generous with their
time and critiques. They were really instrumental
in focussing my work.”
He emphasizes that painters should learn
excellent drawing skills and should do a painting
every day for at least several months. “You learn
by painting. If you don’t practice, you don’t get
better. It’s brutal, but it’s true. Until you have skills
in place, you can’t say what you want to say the
way you want to say it. Some of the paintings will
be really good and some will be just a vehicle to
learn. If you look at them over a period of months,
you’ll see the progress.”
And despite the success of Roberts’ art career,
he says “it’s in as much of a state of flux as ever.
What I want to accomplish is out there ahead of
me. One day I would like to paint these paintings that you walk into a gallery and drop to your
knees because they are so beautiful. •
14 • Canadian Brushstroke Magazine • Jan/Feb 2010

Ian Roberts taught plein air
painting in Provence, France
and Tuscany, Italy, as well as
in the U.S. through his school
Atelier Saint-Luc, named after
the patron saint of painters. Ian
shows in the U.S. and Canada,
is an artist member of the
California Art Club and a signature member of the Laguna
Plein Air Painters Association.
He lives on Georgian Bay in
Ontario Canada.
He is author of two books,
Mastering Composition: Techniques and Principles to Dramatically Improve Your Painting, published by North Light Books, and Creative Authenticity:
16 Principles to Clarify and Deeper Your Artistic Vision. He has
also produced two videos: Mastering Composition and Plein Air
Painting. For more information, visit the artist’s website at
www.ianroberts.us .

AFAC 2010 Conference for Artists
March 6-7, Metro Hall, Toronto

Art Show - March 6 - 13

Don’t miss the fabulous lineup of professional artists and art
experts who will be speaking at this year’s annual conference for
artists. It is the only event of it’s kind!
Painters, photographers and sculptors will see demos of the
latest new materials, learn about new artistic techniques and
improve marketing and business success as an artist.
* Seating is limited to 150 artists.

Register ASAP to ensure your place at the
conference: www.artforallcanada.org
Art For All Canada Inc. (AFAC) is a not-for-profit organization, run by artists,
to help artists to develop, show and sell their work commission-free.
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Johnson
Gallery
Tracey Mardon
7711 - 85 St., Edmonton, AB
• 780-465-6171
• www.johnsongallery.ca

Susan Abma

Johnson
Gallery

Cindy Revell

7711 - 85 St., Edmonton, AB
• 780-465-6171
• www.johnsongallery.ca

Susan Abma
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west (Yukon, Alberta, B.C.)

golden autumn • Watercolor, 22 x 30”

lifetime artist likes

complements!
Edmonton watercolor and acrylic artist usually uses complementaries
to offset colors in her paintings because it creates vibrancy.

F

rances Alty-Arscott held a ‘regular job’ for one year
after University in order to raise money for her studio.
Since then the Edmonton artist has made her living
from her art. From a young age Alty-Arscott was immersed
in art, attending Victoria School before getting her Bachelor
of Fine Arts at the University of Alberta.
In University she worked mainly in acrylics. When she
graduated she was working in acrylics and watercolor but
felt she needed to focus, so she concentrated on watercolor. In recent years she is back to doing both because some

of the galleries that carry her work wanted works that were
not under glass.
For her acrylic work, she stretches her own canvas, using
gesso, then five coats of Golden absorbent ground. Then
she paints with fluid acrylics. She finishes the paintings with
a couple of coats of Golden gel medium and soft gel, and
then applies a couple of coats of varnish.
When working in watercolor, she uses Arches 140 lb cold
press paper, usually painting full-sized (22 x 30”). She likes
to work wet in wet, but does it in sections.
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ABOVE: aspens in fall • Watercolor, 22 x 30”
below: reflection • Watercolor, 16 x 30”

She does an under-drawing, but just basic outlines.
“Very little detail and very
light in case the painting
decides to take a different
direction.” Alty-Arscott uses
different techniques and
products in her watercolors,
including gouache and Winsor & Newton white ink.
Her studio is in the basement of her home, which
she says she loves because
she can work on her art at
any time of night or day. “There’s fluorescent lights. It’s very lit up - there’s
no shadow cast on my paper. Every
once in a while I’ll bring my painting
into natural lighting.”
The brush you use is so important,
says the artist. “I use a Silver Black
Velvet - oval brush. It comes to a
point so I can do details. It’s a cross

between synthetic and natural hair. It
holds enough water and snaps back to
its shape.”
She also uses a synthetic flat brush
which she says doesn’t hold as much
water and is good for pulling out reflections, waves, etc. “I also like a rigger
for branches and textures on trees...”
Alty-Arscott says that at the time she
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attended University, the focus was
more on abstract works. “With abstract
you’re dealing with value, line, color,
structure and composition. It really
gave me an opportunity to learn colors
and combinations of colors.” Winsor &
Newton professional series of paint is
her usual brand, although she has a
favorite Leaf Green by Holbein.

ABOVE: kananaskis country • Acrylic, 48 x 30”

below: northern expression • Acrylic, 36 x 36”

Her usual palette includes Indian
Yellow, Cadmium Yellow, Quinacridone Gold, Cadmium Orange,
Cadmium Red, Permanent Alizarin
Crimson, Quinacridone Magenta,
Prussian Blue, Ultramarine Blue,
Sap Green, Winsor Green, Leaf
Green, Winsor Violet and Lamp
Black. She also adds Winsor &
Newton white ink and/or gouache to
many of her paintings.
“I don’t like to paint outdoors,” she
says. “I can’t stand the bugs.”
Alty-Arscott prefers to take her
own photographs to use as reference photos, and also works from
memory.
Although her adult son and
daughter aren’t currently following in
her footsteps, her mother has taken
a real interest in art over the last five
years. She took classes from AltyArscott. “She’s done really well, so
you just never know in life when you
might be interested.”
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ABOVE: northern alberta • Watercolor,
				
22 x 30”
left: rushing waters • Watercolor,
22 x 30”
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Alty-Arscott teaches Kindergarten to Grade
6 students, and also teaches workshops
for MacEwan University, the University of
Alberta Faculty of Extension and the City Arts
Centre in Edmonton.
“I think, in watercolor, a lot of it is timing.
And you have to know how much water is on
your brush compared to how much water is
on your paper. I do a lot of mixing right on the
paper. I will mix yellow into green to get areas lighter, and blue into it for shadow areas.
It’s much more interesting.”
“I love complementary colors, eve if it’s
just a little spot. Whenever I use black, I
always mix it with another color. If I mix a
color combo like green and black, I’ll place a
complementary - red - next to it. It makes the
green feel more vibrant. I also love to use my
palette knife to push the paint out of an area,
highlight an area, do rocks, trees... It’s really
tricky because it’s got to do with timing - just
as the shine comes off the paper.”

autumn reflection• Watercolor, 22 x 30”

Some of Alty-Arscott’s inspiration came from artists Dorothy
Knowles and Rita Cowley,
her University professor Bob
Sinclair, and many of the masters including Van Gogh and
Matisse.
She says it’s very important
for artists to always continue to
look at other artists’ work, and
to gain a strong background in
drawing.
If an artist is considering
marketing his or her work, AltyArscott says you should “have
a very strong portfolio and have
a style that you’ve already
established before you start
knocking on doors and going to
galleries.” •

FRANCES ALTY-ARSCOTT’S
work can be found in Rowles
and Company Ltd. and Art
Gallery of Alberta art rental
program in Edmonton, AB;
Art Beat Gallery and Profiles
Public Art Gallery in St. Albert,
AB, and Avens Gallery in Canmore, AB. For more information
about her work, visit the artists’
website at www.altyarscott.net.
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Susan Abma

the last word
The next issue will be our winter plein air issue.
The winter plein air paintings, sent in by
Canadian artists, will be a wonderful way for
us to usher winter out again and invite
spring back in.
We had some technical difficulties when Canadian Brushstroke Magazine was ready to be sent to subscribers this
issue. It delayed the magazine by about a week and a
half. Normally, the January/February issue is released at
the end of the third week in January. All other issues are
released in the end of the second week of the month they
are to be released. The extra week for the January issue
is because it would have to be produced over Christmas
and New Years to be released in the second week.
Because this Jan/Feb issue is later than it normally would
be, we will release the March/April issue in the third week
in March so the next magazine has a bit of extra production time.
After that, you can again expect future magazines in the
second week of the month of issue, except the January/
Feb issue which will be the third week.
Normal release dates:
Jan/Feb - released third week in January
Mar/Apr - released second week in March
May/Jun - released second week in May
July/Aug - released second week in July
Sept/Oct - released second week in Sept
Nov/Dec - released second week in Nov

Canadian Brushstroke Magazine benefits the Canadian Art
Industry nationwide by providing:
• 6 Annual issues. The magazine’s PDF format offers
readers a traditional-style magazine format online, resulting
in readership cover-to-cover, difficult to achieve in a
usual website format.
• Free subscriptions to our more than 10,653 subscribers
(many forward it to their own mailing list for increased
readership.)

Call for
Entries:
4th Annual

Arts Without Borders
Juried Show

June 10-13th, Deadline: April 15th, 2010
http://www.artswithoutborders.ca
Contact: Cindy Sorley-Keichinger at
goldfarm@telusplanet.net or 780-847-2294

Call for

Recommendations
The Newfoundland and Labrador Arts
Council (NLAC) is seeking recommendations of people to be considered for service
on Council. Members of the arts community
and the general public may submit recommendations, deadline: February 15, 2010.
For more information and a Council Member Recommendation Form contact the
NLAC office: (709) 726-2212 or long distance toll free 1 (866) 726-2212; nlacmail@
nfld.net; www.nlac.nf.ca

• Tracked readership, because we require subscription
information.
• Each issue features at least one story from each of the
four regions: West, Central, East and Maritimes.
• Reduced advertising overhead by lowering our magazine
production costs.
• Increased Green Environmental image through reduced
paper and ink consumption.
• Increased youth market penetration through hi-tech
communications.
• Free delivery directly to the readers’ personal emails,
rather than by newsstands.
• Editorial news tidbits, information on shows, competitions,
events, classifieds and more.

To advertise: sales@brushstrokemagazine.com Phone 780-986-0789
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